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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the relation between selection power and selection labor for information retrieval. It is the first part of the development of a labor theoretic approach to information retrieval.

Existing models for evaluation of information retrieval systems are reviewed and the distinction of operational from experimental systems partly dissolved. The often covert, but powerful, influence from technology on practice and theory is rendered explicit.

Selection power is understood as the human ability to make informed choices between objects or representations of objects and is adopted as the primary value for information retrieval. Selection power is conceived as a property of human consciousness, which can be assisted or frustrated by system design. The concept of selection power is further elucidated, and its value supported, by an example of the discrimination enabled by index descriptions, the discovery of analogous concepts in partly independent scholarly and wider public discourses, and its embodiment in the design and use of systems.

Selection power is regarded as produced by selection labor, with the nature of that labor changing with different historical conditions and concurrent information technologies. Selection labor can itself be decomposed into description and search labor.

Selection labor, and its decomposition into description and search labor, will be treated in a subsequent paper, in a further development of a labor theoretic approach to information retrieval.

Introduction

Labor, choice, and technology are fundamental to human experience. Once out of Eden, we are condemned to labor and compelled to choose, in the Judeo-Christian tradition. Technology may have been less explicitly noticed but has been equally pervasive in post-Edenic experience, both as productive and information technologies. Physical and mental labor have tended to be considered separately from each other. There have been more recent moves towards synthesis in the acknowledgment of mental components in physical labor and physical elements in mental labor, with an emerging view of intelligence as a ‘quality of our bodies as much as our minds’ (Gosden, 2003, pp.31-33, 119). Mental or informational labor has also been recognized as an activity in itself, as well as an adjunct to obtaining physical control over the environment (Webster, 2002, p.15). Types of mental labor have been differentiated, with semantic labor distinguished
from syntactic labor (Warner, 2005a). Choice can be regarded as the product of mental labor, classically, from Aristotle, as deliberation. Late 20th century developments in information technology have been viewed as constituting a revolution in the mechanization of mental labor (Minsky, 1967, p.2), embodied in the computer as a universal information machine, developing from mid- and late-19th century antecedents in special purpose information machines. Both productive and information technology are human constructions, specifically the products of human physical and intellectual labor upon natural resources and pre-existing human constructions (Warner, 2004, pp.5-35). An understanding of, and evaluative model for, information retrieval constructed from labor, choice, and technology promises to be deeply rooted in human experience and to offer a radical depth of understanding.

The model proposed must have a dual aspect, comprehending empirical reality and selectively absorbing existing models, if it is to be regarded as a scientific advance. Empirical reality should be explained as fully, powerfully, and as parsimoniously as possible. A strong degree of correspondence to empirical reality is promised by the pervasive presence of labor, choice, and technology in information retrieval practice. Human labor is immediately present as the description labor of cataloging, classification, and database description. Choice has been persistently embodied in practice, and, more recently, increasingly theoretically recognized and valued as selection from retrieval results and on filtering of information. Modern information technologies, to which aspects of human mental labor can be, and increasingly are, transferred, diffused from the 1950s and are now pervasive in information retrieval.

The overall intention is to develop a labor theoretic approach to information retrieval, and the immediate concern, in this article, is with the initial components for that approach. Existing evaluative traditions will be reviewed and the possibility for synthesis within a labor theoretic approach indicated. Selection power and selection labor will then be introduced and developed, both as concepts and activities in themselves and for the relation between them.

Existing models

Power in explanation can be demonstrated by the ability to absorb elements from previous models as special cases of the new model, indicative of the history of a true science, while discarding those elements which have obstructed understanding. Existing evaluative models which should be absorbed into the new model, and which do offer some elements for synthesis and carrying forward, have been developed directly in information science, with diffusion into computer science, and in librarianship and indexing. Information society concerns with informational or mental labor offer a more indirect resource which can also be absorbed.

The dominant tradition for the evaluation of information retrieval systems emerged, nearly simultaneously and partly independently, in both the United States and the United Kingdom, in information science in the early to mid-1950s (Ellis, 1996, pp.1-22), and has since diffused to, and been partly absorbed in, computer science. The techniques
developed for selection and ordering of references and documents have served as exemplars, or demonstrations of possibility, for the increasingly dominant Internet search engines, with some elements of more direct transfer or inheritance in search algorithms derived from information retrieval research (Ellis and Vasconcelos, 1999, p.8). There were also parallel, largely conceptually independent, but drawing on common technologies, developments in commercial search services, similarly serving as exemplars and demonstrating commercial feasibility as well as technical possibility. The information and computer science tradition has not always been explicit about its own values or examined its assumptions and has sometimes pragmatically, and without full notice, departed from its initial assumptions. It can, however, be broadly characterized as query transformation, with the query verbally articulated in advance of searching, and then transformed by a system into a set of records (Heine, 1980). Retrieved records are then assessed for their relevance to the query and measures of performance, including precision and recall, are generated. The methodology adopted induces a bias towards fixing and possibly reifying relevance, reducing it from a concept to a relation between a query and a document (Ellis, 1984, pp.28-29; 1992; 1996, pp.11-20). Bibliographic, rather than full text, systems have been the dominant, although not exclusive, subject of study, with humanly assigned indexing received as a given and the rationale for such indexes, and the labor and costs involved in their making, not explored. There has also been an implicit teleology, with a perfect system as a goal, and evaluation has been raised to an end in itself, sometimes obstructing understanding (Ellis, 1984; 1992).

The relation of the information and computer science research tradition to information technology could be characterized as repression, with the repressed reemerging but not fully consciously known. Repression is discernible in the insistence that the retrieval processes created and studied are independent of their particular technological instantiation, while, simultaneously, allowing procedures to be strongly determined by contemporary technological possibilities. For instance, the stress on query transformation corresponded to the batch-processing embodied in the technology of the 1950s. The theoretical legacy of query transformation has proved difficult to adapt to modern systems, which do not necessarily demand a query verbally articulated in advance of searching and which can be, and are, used interactively. Critiques argued that the assumption of the necessity for a verbally articulated query was intra-theoretic (Heine, 1980), rather than intrinsic to information seeking, and this has been substantiated by subsequent technological developments. The reemergence of the repressed can be found in the late articulation, and still limited acknowledgement of the identity between the primitive operations of information retrieval and of logic or computation. The potential transformations for information retrieval on written records or descriptions have been revealed on analysis to be variations on primitive operations of sorting or partitioning and the transformation of one symbol into another (Buckland and Plaunt, 1994). This can be regarded as a special case of the known potential for reducing mathematical and logical operations on an object-language to the writing, erasure and substitution of symbols (Ramsey, 1990, pp.165-174), also corresponding to the primitive computational operations (Warner, 1994, pp.102-103). The paradigm of query transformation can be regarded as largely, although not entirely, exhausted, becoming increasingly distant from the empirical reality of interactive and distributed
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(Ellis and Vasconcelos, 1999, p.8) systems, exposing its rigidity if the original distinctions are retained, or surviving by ad hoc modifications to its theoretical base, losing relevance in the first direction and internal intellectual coherence in the other.

Technology can be fully acknowledged rather than repressed, and a distinction between techniques and values introduced and in order to preserve and carry forward what may be valuable from information retrieval research in information and computer science. The utility of techniques developed for selection and ordering of references and documents, in both the experimental tradition and commercial practice, can be acknowledged, while simultaneously recognizing that these techniques are derived from known fundamental computational operations, realized in the special purpose tools and machines used for information retrieval at the beginning of the research tradition in the 1950s and by the programmed universal information machine of the modern computer. Values for information retrieval can be brought into accord with processes by replacing query transformation by selection power. A transfer of human mental labor to technology, and the dynamic of relative costs which has effectively compelled that transfer, has been identified (Warner, 2005b) and can be specifically adapted to an understanding of information retrieval developments. Constraints have been established for the types of mental labor transferable to technology, from the distinction between semantic and syntactic labor (Warner, 2005a), and can be further developed in particular relation to information retrieval.

Librarianship and indexing have longer historical antecedents for understanding information retrieval than the research tradition developed in information science and subsequently diffused to computer science, but are currently less widely influential. They have tended to be less explicit about their evaluative criteria and aims for information retrieval systems and far less concerned with producing measures of effectiveness. In contrast to information and computer science, they have been associated with the technologies of writing and of printing, rather than the computer, and have had a pronounced preference for direct human description of information objects. A similar pattern of repression, although less immediately pronounced, can be discerned with regard to technology: the need for descriptions more concise than the documents described, imposed by the storage constraints of media for inscription, and for direct human intervention in the creation of these descriptions, connected with the technical characteristics of writing and printing, have tended to be universalized and treated as they were independent of their dominant technological realizations (Wilson, 2001). The assumption of the need for index descriptions more concise than the documents described was inherited by the information and computer science tradition, although probably directly from existing information products rather than from the theories which informed the construction of those products (Cleverdon, 1962; Cleverdon, Mills, and Keen, 1966). A further limitation of library studies has been a focus on training in the use of information retrieval systems, often concentrating on the level of system commands, rather than understanding of their value in communication (Roberts, 1989). Where the role of formal information retrieval systems in communication, particularly scholarly communication, has been studied, there is disturbing evidence of their marginality, particularly in the sense of information, topic, or subject retrieval, rather than document
identification, by known author or title, and supply (Bath University Library, 1971; Smithson, 1994). The most valuable elements to be carried forward from librarianship and indexing are: a partly implicit stress on selection power, conceived as bibliographic control in librarianship (Wilson, 1968) and implied by the valuing of the discriminatory power of index terms in indexing, but made fully explicit here; and an acknowledgement of the role of direct human intellectual labor in creating selection power, transformed into a fuller understanding distinguished from specific technological constraints and their, partly covert, influence on theory and practice.

Information society discussions have given some, although rather limited, attention to information retrieval. For instance, Lyotard comments:

It is reasonable to suppose that the proliferation of information-processing machines is having, and will continue to have, as much an effect on the circulation of learning as did advancements in human circulation (transportation systems) and later, in the circulation of sounds and visual images (the media).

(Lyotard, 1984, p.4)

Other comments remain similarly rather unfocused, recognizing the significance of information retrieval, but not a providing a full research or intellectual context for its consideration. In particularly, technology has been unsatisfactorily treated in some information society discussions (Webster, 2002), possibly from wariness of being stigmatized as technologically determinist (Wilson, 1996a), and there has been a limited understanding of fundamental computer operations. An analytically valuable category of informational labor has begun to be distinguished (Webster, 2002, p.15) and this will be adopted and further differentiated, with the possibility of the transfer of some forms of mental labor to information technology acknowledged.

Different elements from the information retrieval tradition developed in information science, from librarianship and indexing, and from information society discussions will, then, be selected and carried forward. The utility of the techniques developed by information retrieval research, but not the associated value of query transformation, is acknowledged, while recalling that techniques are variations on primitive computational transformations. Selection power is adopted from librarianship and indexing as the primary value and the role of direct human labor is both substantiated and critiqued. Informational labor, transformed into mental labor to incorporate its historical antecedents, is taken from information society discussions. Technology is restored not repressed, and the understanding of the types of mental labor transferable to information technology is informed by the distinction between semantic and syntactic mental labor. A synthesis of existing approaches is envisaged, producing a set of concepts and categories simultaneously simpler and more powerful than the query transformation of classic information retrieval research, more explicit and discriminating than librarianship and indexing, particularly with regard to the significance and costs of human mental labor, and fuller, and more technologically informed, than information society discussions.
An inclusive understanding of information retrieval systems, developing from common understandings and conveyed by ostensive exemplification, rather than by restrictive definition, is adopted. In particular, the common antithesis between experimental and operational systems is dissolved. The real source of the contrast between the types of system would seem to have been the use of different forms of description process, particularly the experimental preference for machine generation rather than human selection of index terms and for non-Boolean operations on those descriptions in searching. Information retrieval systems and database management systems are also considered from a single perspective, with the commonality and contrast between them, the use of descriptions but with different schema for their construction, identified. Both sets of distinctions appear theoretically weak when made explicit and are increasingly eroded in practice, with operational systems possibly selecting records or documents by directly Boolean operations, but ordering retrieved documents on the basis of other indicators, and databases indexing attributes as well as entities.

Selection power

Selection power is understood as the human ability to make informed choices between objects or representations of objects. It is adopted here as the primary value or aim for information retrieval systems in contrast to the stress of query transformation in the experimental research tradition. The debate between the value of selection power and query transformation, which has been conducted elsewhere (Wilson, 1996c; Warner, 2000), is not pursued further here, other than to indicate that query transformation can be absorbed, both conceptually and operationally, into selection power as a special case within a more encompassing theory. Selection power is not arbitrarily asserted, its epistemological and ontological status is clarified, its content conveyed through exemplification, and its value supported by the presence of analogous concepts in separate scholarly and ordinary discourses.

Definition and elucidation

Selection power, like other fundamental concepts, may be difficult to define without becoming tautological. The difficulty of definition could be an intimation of the significance of the concept. Definition, in the classic sense of decomposition into more primitive concepts is deliberately avoided and would be difficult given the fundamental nature of the principle, but the term is still elucidated and a refusal of explication similarly avoided.

Questioning of the classic practice of definition as decomposing a concept into known entities can be found, somewhat playfully, in literary sources, partly by implication in linguistics, and, most explicitly, in philosophical texts. In Great Expectations, at the point where Pip is being inducted into written literacy, Dickens plays upon the inevitable circularity of definitions:

‘Your sister’s a master-mind. A master-mind.’
‘What’s that?’ I asked, in some hope of bringing him to a stand. But Joe was reader with his definition than I had expected, and completely stopped me by arguing circularly, and answering with a fixed look, ‘Her.’
‘And I ain’t a master-mind.’

(Dickens, 1946, p.50)

The association implied between the perception of a need for definitions and written literacy has been more formally stated, with an insistence on preliminary definitions regarded as a product of the cultural transition from orality to literacy (Goody and Watt, 1968).

A structuralist perspective in linguistics implies a finally circular understanding of meaning. For instance, Saussure in The Course in General Linguistics regarded linguistic signs as obtaining meaning from their negative differences from other signs, in a network of signs (Saussure, 1983; Culler, 1988, p.52). Most radically, and seemingly independently, Wittgenstein admitted the impossibility of defining primitive signs by further decomposition and advocated elucidation rather than definition:

The meaning of primitive signs can be explained by elucidations. Elucidations are propositions which contain the primitive signs. They can, therefore, only be understood when the meaning of these signs are already known.

(Wittgenstein, 1981, § 3.263)

Wittgenstein continues to pursue a rigorous logical development with regard to the possibilities of combination of primitive signs. The commitment here to a logical structure and formal, as well as discursive, presentation does not, then, imply an adherence to logical positivism under which empirical propositions must correspond to sense impressions (Ayer, 1936). Technically, elucidations rather than definitions will be offered.

The primitive signs to which Wittgenstein refers can be regarded as corresponding to atomic facts also distinguished in the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, and: ‘From the existence or non-existence of an atomic fact we cannot infer the existence or non-existence of another’ (Wittgenstein, 1981, § 2.062). Selection power is, then, to be received as an atomic fact or primitive proposition, not amenable to further decomposition, and elucidations rather than definitions are offered. A further implication of regarding selection power as an atomic fact would be that we cannot infer the existence of other atomic facts from it. The process of elucidation will begin with an example and then proceed to indicating concepts analogous to selection power in independent scholarly and ordinary discourses, implicitly acknowledging that practical understanding of how best to construct and use information systems has been in advance of theoretical articulation and striving to rise from the concrete to the abstract.
Example

An example can be given of the selection power which could be enabled by an information system. At one point in time, a researcher might wish to distinguish the private individual, Samuel Langhorne Clemens, from the author, Mark Twain. What would be valuable for this purpose would be a system which did not conflate these two distinguishable aspects of the individual but enabled them to be differentiated. At a later point in time, the same researcher might be interested in information on Mark Twain and Samuel Clemens considered as single entity. An information retrieval system should then be able to differentiate and to link together the occurrences of these different names, as required. The example was originally conceived as fictional in a double sense (Warner, 2000), but does have real historical roots. Twain’s copyright disputes are indexed under his legal name of Clemens, although without a link to his pen name, in collections of copyright proceedings (Copyright Decisions, 1909). A generic search across different sources, seeking for Twain and Clemens as a single entity would then have to adapt the terminology adopted for searching to the particular source being used. Index terms can offer discriminations and links between related subjects, but selection power is still seen as a characteristic of human consciousness, derivable from, but not inhering in, semiotic products.

The relation of the nexus of Mark Twain and Samuel Clemens, the author and the private individual, to Mark Twain, exclusively the author, and Samuel Clemens, solely the private individual, corresponds to the genus: species relation, with public: not public as the differentiating factor. The relation could be represented diagrammatically (See Figure 1.). The genus species relation occurs repeatedly in indexing languages, for instance in thesaural relations between broader and narrower terms, and in the relation of indexing terms taken from a controlled vocabulary to the language of discourse, particularly as generic scope contrasted with specificity. For formal logic, the relation of species to genus is analogous to material implication (p isamemberof q has similar truth conditions to p implies q), although objects not classes could be denoted by the variables for material implication (Bell 1937, volume 2, p.491)). Material implication has itself been the most productive, although also the most difficult, of logical relations (Quine, 1937, p.84).

Discrimination between Twain the author and Clemens the private individual could be obtained by: a direct serial reading of relevant texts, with the searcher expending labor in reading and discrimination, possibly creating an index, in effect; by algorithmic and computer-conducted transformations on texts, with the searcher required to eliminate false recalls and to retrieve all relevant instances, both complicated by inevitable inconsistencies in the language of discourse; or by human assignment of index terms and references to sections of discourse, for interpretation by the searcher. At each stage distinguished, the selection power of the searcher is increased, their search labor reduced, and description labor and processes, either transferred to technology or embodied in a human indexer, are increased.

Different forms of graphic representation, pictorial, handwritten, or printed (See Figure 2.), would offer different possibilities for algorithmic transformation. Curiously, the
standard form of computer representation of written language, for instance, as ASCII code, which appears more finished and to retain less specific traces of its production than handwriting, is more amenable to algorithmic transformation as the process, for instance of keyboarding, is less congealed in the product, as storage in a form of computer memory. A further transformation, into more fully graphic rather than directly encoded representation, embodied in different file formats, represents a fuller congealing of the process in the product and would complicate algorithmic transformations.

A principle of selection power has, then, been shown to operate for an aspect of information retrieval practice often considered separately from other aspects, analogous to cataloging in distinction from classification or characterized as data contrasted with subject or topic retrieval. In addition to the value of a unified description, the recognition of the common principle cataloging shares with classification and subject determination restores theoretical significance and value to it, congruent with the often dominant actual use of information retrieval systems for identifying, recalling, and retrieving known items or the works of a given author (Smithson, 1994; Shneiderman, 2003, p.54).

Scholarly and ordinary discourses

Different, and partly independent, scholarly discourses have implicitly endorsed selection power as a design principle for information retrieval systems. The concept is also valued in ordinary discourse discussions of information retrieval.

The interconnected fields of librarianship and indexing have endorsed as central aims, in different ways and not necessarily fully explicitly, concepts analogous to or necessary components of selection power. Within librarianship, bibliographic control was seminally defined in the post-1945 period as ‘mastery over written and published records’ (Unesco/Library of Congress, 1950, p.1) and is strongly analogous to selection power. Without bibliography the ‘records of civilization would be an uncharted chaos of miscellaneous contributions to knowledge, unorganized and inapplicable to human needs’ (Unesco/Library of Congress, 1950, p. viii). At that stage of technological development, direct human intervention or labor was required for the creation of records and indexes for bibliographic organization. Unesco regarded itself as born into ‘appalling post-war bibliographic chaos’ (Murra, 1951, p.47) and the distribution of responsibility to national agencies, required to produce national bibliographies and allied works on a shared model, was conceived as the remedy for the chaos and as the path towards universal bibliographic control. A more recent, and less explicitly noticed, move towards universal bibliographic control, particularly of monographic literature than journal articles, in the growth of WorldCat, has been prompted more by internal dynamisms in the process, rather than by imposition, by the possibility of sharing the costs of human description labor, through distributing the products of that labor, as catalog records. Later sophisticated discussions, more directly concerned with selection power, also distinguished bibliographic control from bibliographic organization, with organization as the means to control (Wilson, 1968), reinforcing the sense of selection power as a property of human consciousnesses, enabled by, but not directly inhering in, organization imposed on data.
In discussions of indexing, index terms are valued for their discriminatory power and this could be considered analogous to the concern with differentia in classical logic. Discriminatory power could also be regarded as an essential component or organizational factor enabling discriminatory control or selection power. The technological constraints of written and printed documents, as well as the need to reduce the cognitive labor of the searcher, compelled more concise index descriptions than the object described, with some exceptions, such as concordances.

Cybernetics, emerging its modern form in the immediate post-1945 period, concurrently with the formalization of bibliographic control and partly concerned with information technologies envisaged for enhancing bibliographic control, also emphasized control and navigation (Wiener, 1954). Cybernetics was understood to embrace the ‘complex of ideas’ represented by:

the study of language … the study of messages as a means of controlling machinery and society, the development of computing machines, and other such automata, certain reflections upon psychology and the nervous system, and a tentative new theory of scientific method.

(Wiener, 1954, p.15)

The emphasis on control did not always separate human from machine discrimination, particularly in the subsequent development of cybernetics. The etymology of cybernetics, partly as given by Wiener, who coined the term in testimony to the Greek kubernētēs or ‘steersman’, understood primarily as a human control mechanism (Wiener, 1954, p.15), and, more strongly, through its link to Cybernesia, or the pilots’ festival held in honor of Theseus’ navigation to Athens (Warner, 2003, p.554), points to a deeper level of selection in collective human experience.

Further support for the significance of selection power can be derived from the etymology of intelligence. Intelligence can be traced to the Latin form, inter-legere, to choose from or between things (Stevens, 1998, p.66), strongly analogous to selection power and implying deliberate choice rather than domination by brute needs. Better known would be the account of the formation of the Roman military legion.

When the city was built, in the first place, Romulus divided all the multitude that were of age to bear arms into military companies, each company consisting of three thousand footmen and three hundred horsemen. Such a company was called a ‘legion’, because the warlike were selected out of all.

(Plutarch, 1914, p.123)

Division or differentiation of individuals is then a further characteristic of man in the polis in its initial realization as the city state. For the discussion here, intelligence is
conceived as a quality of human consciousness rather than inhering in the objects differentiated.

Contemporary ordinary discourse comments on information systems are highly significant but difficult to produce as evidence. Evaluative criteria may be given by implication rather than fully and directly articulated. Yet when a searcher complains that it is difficult to control the number of records retrieved, a principle of discriminatory power is being invoked. More explicitly, one spoken response to a presentation of the value of selection power was: ‘that’s the basis [an enhanced capacity for informed choice] on which people use systems anyway’ (Warner, 2000). Extra-disciplinary written comments, not directly influenced by the query transformation tradition, can be regarded as embodying ordinary discourse concepts. For instance, a sociological study of communication in philosophy, which stresses the importance of direct oral communication between significant philosophers, criticizes literature discovery by ‘indexing and abstracting services (whether in printed media or electronically on-line), which overload the channels rather than focusing them’ (Collins, 1998, p.45). Ordinary discourse concepts, then, although elusive, support the value of selection power.

Studies within information science, particularly since the mid-1990s, have advocated selection, evaluation and filtering, rather than recall of all and only all the relevant documents, as appropriate aims for information retrieval (Wilson, 1996b; 1996c). The concept still needs to be fully operationalized (Griesbaum, 2000). The subsequent development of a labor theoretic approach to information retrieval can be regarded as an operationalization of selection power, in relation to real world considerations of human labor and the costs of that labor.

Summary

The value of selection power has been supported by indicating analogous concepts in partly separate scholarly discourses. Librarianship held a comparable concept in bibliographic control, indexing had endorsed the discriminatory power of a term, a crucial factor in obtaining control, cybernetics valued control and navigation. The value of selection power was supported by the etymology of intelligence, and, more specifically in relation to information retrieval systems, by ordinary discourse comments on information retrieval. The concept of selection power was elucidated and understood as the human faculty for discrimination. It is here endorsed as the primary design and evaluation principle for information systems. Query transformation could be absorbed within selection power, as a special case of its implementation, appropriate in certain circumstances and compelled by certain forms of technology, for instance, by the batch-processing methods of the 1950s.

The first proposition, then, for the development of a labor theoretic approach to information retrieval, is to assert the value of selection power, with selection power understood as a property of human consciousness and as a primitive proposition, open to elucidation but not to further decomposition.
Selection power and selection labor

The relation between selection power and selection labor is not conceived either ahistorically or independently of technology. For instance in primarily oral societies, forms of recitation, not equivalent to verbatim repetition, but still dependent on individual memory within a communal context, were crucial to the preservation of knowledge, by renewal (Goody and Watt, 1968). A transitional form, which both inherits elements from orality and anticipates characteristics of written literacy, can be found in the Icelandic Law-speaker. The Law-speaker was both required to recite the law and to answer queries on legal and parliamentary procedures, by oral pronouncements, on the basis of his memory of the law (Njal, 1960, pp.306-308). From a modern perspective, the Law-speaker could be regard as an information system, embodied in an individual. With increased social complexity and the growth of documents, and of indexes to documents, direct mental labor in memory and recall is transferred to exosomatic sources. The knowledgeable person, variously conceived, may still remain significant to information seeking and offer a readiness and focus of response, difficult to obtain from more formalized information systems. Selection labor may be reemerging as a single category, concentrated in searcher labor, in a development concordant with other features of secondary orality (Ong, 1982).

The concern, then, is not directly with the mental labor of memory, recall, and response, although this is acknowledged as a form of labor, even if not subjectively experienced as such. Rather it is with the technological forms to which the cognitive burden of memory and recall has been transferred and with the mental labor involved in their construction and searching. In pre-modern practice (using the term pre-modern to refer to written and printed forms in distinction from computer-based or modern systems), physical labor in the organization of documentary materials was required, and, most significantly, there was a relatively clear distinction of description from search labor. The concern here is not with that physical labor, although, it is similarly acknowledged. The distinction between description and search labor will be carried forward as an analytical distinction, although the difficulty of substantive separation is recognized: for instance, a searcher requesting a list of documents in chronological order is effectively instantiating a form of description labor or process, at the point of searching. The contrast can be traced to the fixity of the technologies of writing, compared with the possible fluidity of computation (Warner, 2001, pp.33-46). The concern here will be with the theoretical possibilities for and constraints on selection labor, conceived as incorporating both description and search labor.

Theoretical minima for selection labor can be derived from serial possibilities. If items are examined serially, and without regress, then selection labor rises linearly with the number of objects in the collection examined. An unchanged principle for discrimination is assumed, rather than a conversational or dialogic alteration of the principle for discrimination, and this would be closely analogous to the batch processing historically practiced. An absence of meaningful organization of the objects discriminated and a conflation and simultaneous occurrence of description and search labor are also implied. If the choice between objects examined is reduced to a binary contrast between
acceptance and non-acceptance, then the unit of labor has some analogies with the classic understanding of the bit.

Imposing organization upon a collection of objects separates description from search labor, with work invested in organization or description reducing labor and enhancing power in searching. The overall quantity of labor is not altered but significantly redistributed. If objects can be partitioned by description and organization into appropriate sets, then Shannon’s formula for the information of a source would indicate that the number of objects which could be discriminated by search labor would rise more than linearly with the quantity of search labor.

If there are \( N \) possibilities [for the choice of messages from a source], all equally likely, the amount of information is given by \( \log_2 N \).

...  

If it were possible to choose questions which always had the effect of subdividing into two equal groups, it would be possible to isolate, in twenty questions, one object from approximately 1,000,000 possibilities.

(Shannon, 1993b, pp.214-215)

On this basis, the number of choices, or, broadly, units of labor, required to discriminate between c.1000 and c.1,000,000 such possibilities, which could correspond to objects, documents, or records for documents, would double. The search could be conducted either deterministically or non-deterministically, with human intervention at intervals, both with unaltered criteria during the process. The labor invested in description corresponds to a capital cost, which not be incurred for each iteration of searching.

These slightly abstract considerations are helpful for establishing theoretical constraints for the labor associated with selection and for enforcing the point that labor can be distributed between description and searching, but cannot be done away with. They also have some more practical resonances. Semantic primitives have proved difficult to isolate, particularly for human or social discourse and may not even exist. In other aspects of information theory, for instance in reducing redundancy in messages, an approach to theoretical limits can be made, but they have proved difficult fully to obtain (Shannon, 1993a, p.39; Verdú and McLaughlin, 2000). The closest analogues to reduction to atomic facts, or to a perfectly organized source, might be offered by biological classifications although, even here, the assignment of objects to categories can be problematic (Darwin, 1968, pp.104-108). The non-linear relation between primitives distinguished for description and organization and the number of objects for description might be an underlying explanation for the possibilities of scaling offered by practical devices, such as thesauri, in working information systems.

The second proposition, then, for the development of a labor theoretic approach to information retrieval is that, with certain forms of exosomatic technologies, which tend to
be adopted under historical circumstances of increased social complexity, selection power is produced by selection labor. The production of selection power by selection labor, and the decomposition of selection labor into description and search labor, is particularly clearly exemplified within written literacy, but continues, in modified form, with modern information technologies.

**Conclusion**

Some fundamental issues have been addressed and propositions developed. Information retrieval research was reviewed and selection power endorsed as the primary value or aim for information retrieval. Selection power was received as a primitive proposition whose content was elucidated, and value supported, from analogous concepts in partly independent discourses and from its embodiment in information retrieval practice. Selection power was produced by selection labor. The concept of informational or mental labor has begun to be absorbed into an understanding of information retrieval. There is a congruence of values with processes, for information retrieval, particularly through the common idea of selection.

For the further development of a labor theoretic approach to information retrieval, the concept of selection labor needs to be further discriminated, with the distinction of description from search labor developed and exemplified, and the possibility of transfer of direct human labor to technology explored. Semantic mental labor will be distinguished from syntactic mental labor, with mental labor differentiated from the processes which can be abstracted from it and transferred to technology, and from the products which can be made from mental labor. These topics will be the concern of a subsequent article.
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Figure 1. Example of a genus-species relation.
Figure 2. Contrasting representations of Samuel Clemens / Mark Twain (Source: Railton, 2005).
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